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Abstract
Proxy-based multicast is an approach to implementing the multicast function with proxy servers, which has many
advantages compared to the IP multicast. When proxy locations are predetermined, many routing algorithms can be
used to build a multicast overlay network. On the other hand, the problem of where to place proxies has not been extensively studied yet. A study on the placement problem for proxy-based multicast is presented in this paper. The objectives of proxy placement can be minimization of delay time, minimization of bandwidth consumption, or minimization
of both. These performance metrics are studied in this paper and a number of algorithms are proposed for multicast
proxy placement. Performance study is presented and practical issues of proxy placement are also discussed.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multicast is an important technique that can
distribute popular contents to many users with
minimal bandwidth consumption. Multicast can
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be applied to hot event broadcast, audio/video
delivery, video conference, and new software dissemination. Multicast is able to minimize the server load and remove ‘‘hot spots’’ from networks
when many users access the same content, especially live contents.
IP multicast has been researched and developed
for more than a decade [9,10], but it has not been
widely deployed [11,13]. As an alternative to IP
multicast, the rapid development of proxy-based
multicast technologies has increased greatly over
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the last couple of years [6,7,17,33,29]. Proxy-based
multicast challenges the traditional IP multicast by
moving up the multicast support from the network
layer onto the application layer. It potentially provides better solutions to scalability, ﬂexibility, heterogeneous support, and eﬃciency for various
enabling applications.
A general approach to implementing the proxybased multicast is to build an overlay network.
Many routing algorithms have been proposed for
multicast tree building [6,7,17,15,29,16]. Some of
them proposed to minimize delay between the
source and the clients [6]; others proposed to minimize bandwidth consumption [7]. In fact, delay
and bandwidth consumption are both important
considerations for multicast. The primary goal of
multicast is to reduce the bandwidth consumption.
On the other hand, delay should not increase too
much since multicast is often used for realtime
applications. Balance between these two metrics
is essential to the best design of the proxy-based
multicast. Comparison studies show that the
shortest-path tree generates the smallest delay,
Minimal Steiner tree generates the lowest bandwidth consumption, and the core-based tree falls
in between the two extremes [35,34,12]. However,
no metric includes both criteria, delay and bandwidth consumption. In this paper, a hybrid optimal tree will be deﬁned to optimize the trade-oﬀ
between them.
The routing algorithms assume that the locations of proxies are predetermined. The problem
of where to place these proxies has not been extensively studied yet. Where a proxy can be placed,
however, is a practical, non-trivial problem. Four
practical issues must be addressed: the freedom
of proxy placement, the bounded proxy capacity,
the dynamic feature of network traﬃc, and resilience of multicast overlay networks.
A multicast proxy is a replication engine, which
may be placed on end-hosts, network edges, or
network cores. However, one is not able to place
a proxy everywhere. Anyone has freedom to place
replication engine to his/her end host, which is
called the end-system multicast [7,41]. Although
the end-system multicast is easy to deploy, replication engines can only be placed on the locations
that do not oﬀer maximum beneﬁts. When replica-

tion engines can be placed onto network edges or
network cores, it is called the proxy-based multicast. The proxies placed on network edges provide
better performance than those on end hosts and
the proxies placed onto network cores can maximize the beneﬁt [19,39]. Later we will show a comparison of the end-system and proxy-based system.
In fact, an organization network operator may
place a proxy close to routers in the organization
network; and a network provider may place a proxy
in the core network. Here, we use the term ‘‘zone’’
to describe the region where a single administrator
has the authority to place proxies. The administrator of a zone does not have any knowledge of other
zones, nor is able to place proxies onto other zones.
Proxies can be placed to optimize the traﬃc within a
zone. A placement strategy needs to be addressed
within a single zone to achieve maximum beneﬁts.
A simulation study found that when traﬃc in every
zone is optimized, a global optimality may be
achieved [19]. This simulation has been conducted
with the transit–stub, power-law, and BGP graphs
of diﬀerent sizes. The number of zones is from 5
to 40. The diﬀerence between the zone placement
and global placement is only about 5%. Thus, with
the power of localization, the optimal decision
within a zone approximates global optimization
in a federation of zones. Even if the traﬃc in other
zones is not minimized, a zone can optimize its own
traﬃc with a proper proxy placement. In reality,
though proxy placement depends on many factors
such as available proxy servers and the locations
that are easy to deploy. An optimal placement algorithm provides the administrator useful hints for a
correct decision.
In the Internet, there might be many multicast
streams and each proxy might replicate data for
multiple streams. A proxy with a bounded capacity may not be able to handle all the streams. Since
the multicast traﬃc is on top of other traﬃcs, the
link capacity and congestion must be considered
in routing and placement algorithms. Thus, when
a new stream is to be multicast, the residual capacity is considered. An algorithm for a single stream
provides a basis to develop algorithms of multiple
streams and proxies with a bounded capacity.
A crucial issue in proxy placement is the change
of network traﬃc. An optimal proxy placement for
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a certain traﬃc pattern may become less optimal
for a diﬀerent pattern. Fortunately, the network
traﬃc pattern does not change quickly. Yet another approach to accommodating the traﬃc
change is proxy subscription. In this approach,
each zone uses the placement algorithm to deploy
a number of proxies according to the previous statistics of network traﬃc. For each multicast event,
a subset of proxies are subscribed to form a multicast tree. The proxy placement algorithm is used to
determine the subset. This approach adapts to
dynamically changing traﬃc. After a time period,
the locations of proxies will be adjusted according
to the change of traﬃc patterns. A credit system
can be used to evaluate which location is more
important. The proxy subscription approach also
can be used to make the overlay resilient. When
a proxy fails, some other proxies will be subscribed
for a new multicast tree.
In this paper, instead of dealing with practical
issues, we will study the basic proxy placement
problem. Our goal is to develop the methodology
and algorithms for the multicast proxy placement
(MPP) problem as well as its association with
the multicast proxy routing (MPR) problem. In
particular, our contributions are:
• We formulate the MPP and MRP problems and
their performance metrics.
• We introduce a number of MPP algorithms
including some advanced algorithms for optimal proxy placement.
• We conduct experiments for performance of
MPP algorithms which increases our understanding of the MPP problem. Guidelines are
given for general proxy placement.
The results obtained from this work are also
applicable to the Mbone router placement. In this
paper, we will not work on protocols for proxy
deployment. We will not focus on several issues
that crop up on practice, such as dealing with joining and leaving participants in the sessions, and
building a distributed version of the algorithms.
Our goal instead is to provide a well-formulated
optimization problem and understand the complexities involved in solving the problem when
the constraints are static and known. Also, a set
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of heuristics for the optimization problem is
designed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as the
following. Section 2 formulates the MPR and
MPP problems and introduces the performance
metrics. Underlying routing algorithms are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents four groups
of MPP algorithms: routing-independent, routingaware, greedy, and local search. Experimental
results are presented in Section 5. Related works
are given in Section 6. In Section 7, we give a
guideline of proxy placement and future research
directions.

2. Problem formulation
The proxy-based multicast is implemented as an
overlay network. An overlay network consists of a
set of proxies placed on a substrate network. The
substrate network is a collection of routers connected by links. Then a multicast tree of proxies
is built with a routing algorithm. The multicast
tree can be single-sourced or multi-sourced. In this
paper, we only consider the single-sourced multicast tree.
From the perspective of a client, delay is the
main concern. On the other hand, the cost in terms
of the aggregate bandwidth consumption is a main
indication of network eﬃciency from a network
providerÕs point of view. Thus, the quality of a
multicast tree can be judged by two metrics: the
delay and the cost. The delay of a multicast tree
is evaluated in terms of the end-to-end delay between the source and every client. The cost of a
multicast tree is the sum of bandwidth consumption of all links. Bandwidth consumption measures
the usage of network resources. The more hops a
message travels, the more resources that will be
consumed.
We ﬁrst present a model of the substrate network and the overlay network before the objective
functions are deﬁned. The substrate network is
represented by an undirected graph G, consisting
of a set of N nodes S ¼ fn1 ; n2 ; . . . ; nN g. Each
node has a weight w(i) to represent the number
of clients concentrated at node ni. There is one
source node, ns 2 S. There are two parameters
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associated with link li,j between nodes ni and nj:
hd(i, j) for delay and hc(i, j) for cost. If there is no
link li,j of the substrate network between nodes ni
and nj, let hd(i, j) = hc(i, j) = 1. The topology of
the substrate network can be obtained by a probing mechanism such as the topology probing kernel in [27].
A multicast proxy is a replication engine that is
able to replicate the incoming data stream for multiple output links. A multicast overlay network
consists of a set of P proxies {p1, p2, . . . , pP}. These
proxies are to be placed on P nodes. All nodes with
proxies placed plus the source node ns are called
the replication nodes. Thus, there are P + 1 nodes
with the replication capability. A routing algorithm connects the replication nodes to a multicast
tree based on some criteria, such as minimal delay,
minimal bandwidth consumption, or a combination of them. A non-replication node is routed to
a proxy according to the same criteria. More speciﬁcally, a multicast tree M can be deﬁned by
fX; P; Yg. Here, X is a mapping function of proxy
placement

1 if ni is a replication node;
xðiÞ ¼
0 otherwise:
P is a function for each node to identify its immediate parent replication node in the tree:
pðiÞ ¼ k if xðkÞ  1 and nk delivers the stream
to ni by using a unicast connection
and Y deﬁnes which substrate network links are
used when np(i) delivers the stream to ni by using
a unicast connection,

1 if lu;v is used for path from npðiÞ to ni ;
yði; u; vÞ ¼
0 otherwise:
First, we deﬁne two basic metrics, the aggregate
delay and the aggregate bandwidth consumption.
For each node ni, the end-to-end delay from node
ni to the source ns is
d0

zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ
ﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{
X
N XN
h
d M ðiÞ ¼
d ðu; vÞ yði; u; vÞ þ d M ðpðiÞÞ;
u¼1
v¼1
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
d 00

ð1Þ

where, d 0 is the delay from node ni to replication
node np(i), and d00 is recursively deﬁned as the delay
from np(i) to source node ns. If the multicast stream
is not directly delivered from source ns to ni, node
ni must receive the stream from its parent np(i), and
the delay dM(i) consists of both parts, d 0 and d00 .
Otherwise, the delay dM(i) is equal to d 0 , since
dM(s) = 0 for source node ns. The aggregate delay
of a multicast tree is the sum of delays, weighted
by w(i), between the source and every clients along
the multicast tree M:
DM ¼

N
X

wðiÞ d M ðiÞ;

ð2Þ

i¼1

where w(i) is the number of clients concentrated at
node ni.
For node ni, the cost of delivering one stream
from its parent node np(i) is
cM ðiÞ ¼

N X
N
X

hc ðu; vÞ yði; u; vÞ:

ð3Þ

u¼1 v¼1

To calculate the bandwidth consumption for a
non-replication node ni, w(i) streams are replicated
from its parent node np(i). For a replication node
ni, only one stream is sent from its parent replication node np(i). We use bM to compute the bandwidth consumption,

cM ðiÞ
if xðiÞ  1;
bM ðiÞ ¼
ð4Þ
wðiÞ cM ðiÞ otherwise:
The aggregate bandwidth consumption of multicast data distribution is deﬁned as
BM ¼

N
X

bM ðiÞ:

ð5Þ

i¼1

These metrics can be normalized as:
D ¼ DM =DIPM ;

B ¼ BM =BIPM ;

where IPM stands for the traditional IP multicast
tree, which is a common reference point for comparison. Due to the SPT-oriented routing algorithm used in IP multicast, DIPM is the minimal
value among all possible DM . Based on the same
routing, BIPM is obtained by setting every node
as an IP multicast router.
Both D and B depend on the routing algorithm
used to construct the multicast tree M. Achieving
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minimal delay and reducing bandwidth consumption are usually contradictory to each other. It is
known that the Minimal Spanning Tree (MST)
minimizes the bandwidth consumption, but involves a longer delay than that of the Shortest
Path Tree (SPT). On the other hand, SPT minimizes the delay, but consumes more bandwidth
than the MST routing. A theoretical bound has
been given for balancing minimum spanning trees
and shortest-path trees [22]. That is, given a e, the
delay is at most 1 + e times the shortest-path tree
delay and the total cost is at most 1 + 2/e times
the cost of a minimum spanning tree. In order to
optimize the both metrics simultaneously, we deﬁne a new metric, Weighted Sum of Delay and
Bandwidth consumption (WSDB) as
WSDB ¼ kD þ B;

ð6Þ

where k is a weight indicating the relative importance of the delay. In a scenario such as interactive
video conferencing where delay is considering a
central issue, weight k should be raised. Under another scenario, such as broadcasting a hot event
where control of the network bandwidth is more
important, weight k should be decreased. We will
provide an algorithm that dynamically adjusts
the value of k so that the realtime requirement
can be satisﬁed.
In general, a multicast tree M deﬁned by
fX; P; Yg is relevant to both the proxy placement
and routing, where X deﬁnes the proxy placement,
and P and Y deﬁne the routing. Therefore, the
problem can be formulated as
•

PROBLEM 1 . Given the proxy placement X,
design a routing algorithm AR to construct the
multicast tree, P and Y, subject to minimizing
D; B, or WSDB
• PROBLEM 2 . By limiting the number of proxies
to be placed, design a placement algorithm AP
to generate a mapping function X, subject to
optimizing D; B, or WSDB with a routing
algorithm AR

Two design problems have been formulated for
a multicast overlay network, the multicast proxy
routing (MPR) problem and the multicast proxy
placement (MPP) problem, together with three
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important performance metrics, D; B, and
WSDB. Solving PROBLEM 2 usually is more diﬃcult than PROBLEM 1 . In some cases, preference
is given to the co-design between PROBLEM 1 and
PROBLEM 2 , which is called the routing-aware
placement algorithm in this paper. Routing algorithms play an important role, but without an
appropriate placement, routing algorithms alone
will not be able to produce good performance.

3. Underlying routing algorithms
Given placement X, a routing algorithm will
build a multicast tree M optimized toward certain
metrics. Based on these metrics, these multicast
trees can be classiﬁed into the following three
categories.
3.1. Shortest Path Tree (SPT)—MSPT
minimizing D
In a MSPT , every node ni 2 S connects to the
source ns through the shortest path. If the shortest
path from ni to ns includes some proxies, node ni is
connected to the nearest proxy along the path;
otherwise it is directly connected to the source.
MSPT minimizes the delay dM(i) from every node
ni to ns, respectively, therefore optimizing the
aggregate delay DM . Thus, regardless of placement
X, the metric D remains the same since the shortest paths for every node will not change. Fig. 1
shows the routing algorithm ASPT . In step 1, We
use the DijkstraÕs algorithm to construct a singlesource MSPT and retain its complexity as O(N2).
In step 2, the MSPT tree has been traversed to
establish P and Y. Since every link on the MSPT
tree will be visited at most N times and the number
links on MSPT is in order of N, the time spent in
step 2 is also within O(N2).
3.2. Minimal Spanning Tree (MST)—MMST
minimizing B
The Minimal Spanning Tree (MST) is a minimal-cost tree connecting every node in a graph.
Fig. 2 shows the routing algorithm AMST . In order
to minimize B, a subgraph with all replication
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Fig. 1. Routing Algorithm ASPT for MSPT minimizing D.

Fig. 2. Routing Algorithm AMST for MMST minimizing B.

nodes is constructed by utilizing the shortest path
among them. In step 1, for simplicity, all-pair shortest paths are constructed with a complexity of
O(N3). In fact, step 2 needs shortest paths among
all replication nodes and step 5 needs shortest paths
from every replication nodes to all non-replication
nodes. Step 2 constructs the subgraph and step 3
applies PrimÕs algorithm to this subgraph to ﬁnd
the MST with a complexity of O(P2) [1]. In this
way, bandwidth consumption among replication

nodes may be minimized. The commonly used Steiner Minimal Tree (SMT) does not work here since
any included non-replication nodes cannot replicate the traﬃc. In step 4, the MST tree has been traversed to establish P and Y for all replication
nodes. In step 5, all non-replication nodes are directed to the nearest replication nodes, which guarantees optimal bandwidth consumption. Among the
ﬁve steps in Fig. 2, step 1 dominates in complexity,
therefore the complexity of AMST is O(N3).
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3.3. Hybrid Optimal Tree (HOT)—MHOT
minimizing WSDB
The Hybrid Optimal Tree (HOT) minimizes
WSDB, and it is a compromise between SPT and
MST. Many applications can promote this newly
deﬁned metric WSDB. For example, realtime
video multicast streaming can tolerate neither long
delay nor high bandwidth consumption. Two
algorithms are used here to generate the multicast
tree MHOT . The ﬁrst one is the Prim–DijkstraÕs
algorithm.
Prim–Dijkstra’s (P–D) algorithm AP–D —The
Prim–DijkstraÕs algorithm [21] may be used to
ﬁnd the MHOT tree. It builds a tree by starting at
a node and bringing in nodes by picking the one
with the best label: MINk(b · dist(ns, pk) + dist
(pk, ni)), where 0 6 b 6 1 is a constant used to
parameterize the calculation. The complexity of
Prim–DijkstraÕs algorithm AP–D is O(N2) and
details are described in [21].
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Since the P–D algorithm AP–D is unable to
guarantee a minimal WSDB value and a parameter needs to be adjusted, we use a greedy algorithm
to directly minimize the WSDB value.
Direct-DB (DDB) algorithm ADDB —DDB routes
proxies one by one as shown in Fig. 3, starting
from the nearest proxy to the source. The ﬁrst
proxy connects to the source through the shortest
path. The following proxies connect to the source
or a placed proxy, whichever minimizes WSDB.
After the multicast tree is established, each nonreplication node connects to the replication node
that generates the smallest WSDB value. The complexity of this algorithm is O(PN2).
This algorithm generates a tree that balances
delay and cost requirements. As will be found in
the experimental result, this algorithm generates
a delay that is only a few percent longer than that
of SPT, and a bandwidth consumption that is a
few percent larger than that of MST.

Fig. 3. Routing Algorithm ADDB for MHOT minimizing WSDB.
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In summary, design of routing algorithms has
been motivated by various performance metrics.
Depending on characteristics of applications,
selection of a right routing algorithm is crucial to
overall performance. Usually, routing algorithms
are applied after proxies are placed. Sometimes,
routing algorithms can help the decision of proxy
placement, as discussed in the following section.

4. Proxy placement algorithms
In an end-system multicast, though each endsystem can replicate streams, in most cases they
cannot be placed in strategically important locations. On the other hand, proxies can be placed
to obtain the best performance. Table 1 shows a
comparison of end-system multicast and proxybased multicast using the DDB routing, where
the number of nodes in the graph is 200 and the
number of replication engines is 40. It indicates
that the proxy-based multicast performs much better than the end-system multicast. The end-system
has about 40% longer delay and almost 100% larger cost.
An MPP algorithm ﬁnds the optimal locations
for proxies. The objective functions may be a minimization of D; B, or WSDB. In general, the MPP
problem can be reduced to the P-median problem,
which is an NP-hard problem [14]. Thus, heuristics
are used for the MPP algorithms. Here, the placement algorithms are presented in four categories:
routing-independent, routing-aware, monotonic
incremental, and local search.
4.1. Routing-independent algorithms
The routing-independent placement algorithms
do not rely on routing information. Four algorithms are presented here. Random and Max-degree placement algorithms are for arbitrary
Table 1
Comparison of end-system multicast and proxy-based multicast

End-system multicast
Proxy-based multicast

D

B

1.44
1.02

2.62
1.37

topology, and Strategic and Advanced Strategic
Placement (ASP) algorithms are for the Internet
topology.
Random. The random algorithm randomly
chooses P locations among N 1 nodes (excluding ns) to place proxies. Its complexity is O(N).
Max-Degree (Max-D). The max-degree algorithm
places P proxies to the nodes with the highest node
degrees. The complexity of this algorithm is
O(N log N) due to sorting of nodes.
Strategic. The strategic placement selects strategically important nodes to place proxies. In the
Internet topology, proxies are placed on the transit
nodes ﬁrst, then the stub nodes, as described in
[17]. Ties are broken randomly. The complexity
of this algorithm is O(N).
Advanced Strategic Placement (ASP). The ASP
algorithm is also for the Internet topology. First,
we select the transit nodes in the order of the number of stub nodes connected to it. Then, we select
the stub nodes that are connected to transit nodes
directly in the order of the number of stub nodes
connected to it. Finally, other stub nodes are
selected in the order of the node degree. The complexity of this algorithm is O(N log N).
Since all of the routing-independent placement
algorithms do not utilize the traﬃc information,
they are traﬃc-independent, too. Thus, the placement generated by these algorithms does not
change with the traﬃc pattern.
4.2. Routing-aware algorithms
The routing-aware placement algorithms ﬁnd a
better placement by utilizing the routing information. First, a routing algorithm is applied to provide the routing paths by building a multicast
tree MINIT assuming all nodes are replication
nodes. Once we have the multicast tree MINIT , trafﬁc T of a node is deﬁned as traﬃc passing through
the node plus the traﬃc terminated at the node
assuming no proxy is placed. If T of a node is more
than 1, the node is a branching node. The number
of branching nodes Q 6 N 1. If the number of
proxies to be placed P = Q, there is no repeated
traﬃc on every link, and the bandwidth consump-
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tion is minimal. When P < Q, a placement
algorithm selects nodes to place P proxies. Two
routing-aware algorithms are presented here,
Max-Traﬃc and Max-Traﬃc-Distance (MaxTD). In the following, we will use Orouting to represent the complexity of the routing algorithm
to build the multicast tree, where Orouting is
O(N2) for SPT, O(N3) for SMT, and O(PN2) for
HOT.
Max-Traﬃc (Max-T). The traﬃc is computed for
each node based on routing in MINIT , as shown
in Fig. 4. The proxies are placed at the top P locations with the most concentrated traﬃc. Its complexity is O(N log N) + Orouting.
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Max-Traﬃc-Distance (Max-TD). TD is the product of the node traﬃc and the distance between
the node ni and its parent replication node np(i).
As shown in Fig. 5, the ﬁrst proxy is placed on
the node with the highest TD. Then the value of
t(i) is recomputed for each non-replication node
and the next proxy is placed on the node with
the highest TD. This process continues until P
proxies are placed. The complexity of this algorithm is O(N2) + Orouting.
Routing-aware placement algorithms utilize
traﬃc information. Therefore, they are able to
produce better placement. However, the placement
will change when the traﬃc pattern changes.

Fig. 4. Placement Algorithm: Max-Traﬃc.

Fig. 5. Placement Algorithm: Max-TD.
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4.3. Monotonic incremental algorithm

4.4. Local search algorithm

The Monotonic Incremental Proxy Placement
(MIPP) algorithm is designed for a near-optimal
solution, as shown in Fig. 6. Especially when an
exhaustive search for the optimal solution is not
feasible, it can be used as a measure of how other
algorithms perform.

Local search was one of the early techniques for
combinatorial optimization, and has been applied
to solve NP optimization problems [32]. The principle of local search is to reﬁne a given initial solution point in the solution space by searching
through the neighborhood of the solution point.
We may apply the local search technique to reﬁne
the proxy placement solution.

MIPP. Suppose P proxies are to be placed. We
choose one location at a time. In the ﬁrst iteration,
we presume a proxy is to be placed on each of the
N 1 locations and evaluate their objective functions, respectively. The location that yields the best
value of the objective function is selected to place
the ﬁrst proxy. In the second iteration, we search
for the next best location that, considering both
the source and the proxies already placed, yields
the smallest value of the objective function. This
process continues until all P proxies are placed.
Its complexity is O(N2) · Orouting.
Among the above placement algorithms, all
routing-independent algorithms are traﬃc independent, therefore, proxies are not relocated when
the traﬃc pattern changes. However, their performance is not satisfactory in general. Other algorithms, including Max-Traﬃc, Max-TD, and
MIPP, produce good performance, but depend
on the traﬃc pattern.
Finally, a local search algorithm will improve
the placement generated by these placement
algorithms.

Local search. Any of the above algorithms can be
used to generate an initial solution. A randomly
selected proxy is removed and then placed on a
randomly selected non-replication node. If the initial solution is improved, the proxy remains in the
new location. Otherwise, the proxy is restored to
its original location. This process repeats for B
times. The complexity of the local search is
B · O(N) for SPT tree and B · Orouting for other
type of trees since the multicast tree needs to be
rebuilt for each search. Here, B is a constant.

Example. To illustrate various MPP algorithms, a
sample graph G1 is shown in Fig. 7 with N = 15,
which is generated by the Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Generator (GT-ITM) [2]. The
graph generated by GT-ITM with the transit–stub
model closely resembles the Internet hierarchy.
Nodes n0 and n2 are transit nodes. Node sets
(n4, n5, n6, n7, n8), (n9, n10, n11), (n12, n13, n14), (n1, n3)

Fig. 6. Placement Algorithm: MIPP.
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Fig. 7. Sample graph G1 for MPP algorithms.

are four stubs. Links l2,14 and l0,1 are transit–stub
links. Link l4,9 is a stub–stub link. The source is at
node n0. The numbers outside of nodes are w(i) of
the nodes, and the numbers on links are the e(i, j).
The optimal solution is obtained by the exhaustive
search. The routing algorithm ADDB is used in this
example, subject to minimizing WSDB. The results
of various MPP algorithms are compared with the
optimal solution. Fig. 8 shows the proxy placement
generated by the Random, Max-degree, Strategic,
ASP, Max-trafﬁc, Max-TD, and MIPP algorithms.
The optimal solution by exhaustive search is the
same as the one generated by MIPP. Table 2 shows
the delay D, bandwidth consumption B, and
WSDB of these MPP algorithms, where k = 1.
The value of DIPM is 452 and the value of BIPM is
147. In fact, the BIPM value is not minimal since IP
multicast uses the shortest-path routing. The
Random placement has high D and B values. The
Max-Degree placement shows a lower delay and
bandwidth consumption. In the strategic placement, non-replication node n4 is connected to
replication node n5 instead of n7, resulting in a
lower WSDB value. ASP exhibits the smallest
delay, but its B value is higher than that of the
Max-Degree, Max-Trafﬁc, Max-TD and MIPP
algorithms. The Max-Trafﬁc and Max-TD algorithms generate the same placement in this small

graph. The MIPP algorithm generates the same tree
as the optimal placement. Both of them exhibit the
smallest WSDB value, which is the objective
function of routing algorithm ADDB used here.

5. Algorithms for dynamic realtime applications
Though delay is not very critical for some applications such as one-way broadcast of events, most
interactive applications require a minimization of
delays, such as video conferencing and online
course discussion. Furthermore, multicast streams
start at diﬀerent times; clients join and leave; and
network traﬃc changes dynamically. A proxy
placement for a traﬃc pattern might not be the
best for a diﬀerent traﬃc pattern. These realtime
and dynamic issues need to be considered. In this
section, we discuss the method to control the delay
and to handle the dynamic features of applications
and traﬃc patterns.
Multicast is mainly used to minimize the server
load and the cost of content delivery. Normally, it
will cause longer delays compared to unicast.
However, the increase of delay must be under control so that the realtime requirement of interactive
applications is satisﬁed. We dynamically tuned the
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Fig. 8. Diﬀerent proxy placements for G1 (a) Random, (b) Max-Degree, (c) Strategic, (d) ASP, (e) Max-Traﬃc, Max-TD and (f) MIPP,
Optimal.

value of k in Eq. (6) to meet this requirement. By
default, the value of k is 1. An application may
set a threshold as the upper limit on the increase
of delay for each client. The routing algorithm
could check the value of D. If the result is not

satisfactory, the value of k will be adjusted until
the requested threshold is met. Of course, in most
cases reduction of D will cost more bandwidth consumption. The k value also can be adjusted to reduce the bandwidth consumption. This method
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Table 2
D; B, and WSDB of G1 for MPP algorithms
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Adjusting phase

MPP algorithms

DM

BM

D

B

WSDB

Random
Max-Degree
Strategic
ASP
Max-Traﬃc, Max-TD
MIPP, Optimal

537
452
476
452
458
458

322
199
307
229
165
141

1.19
1.00
1.05
1.00
1.01
1.01

2.19
1.35
2.09
1.56
1.12
0.96

3.38
2.35
3.14
2.56
2.13
1.97

Traffic analysis

Traffic monitor

makes the routing algorithm adaptive to diﬀerent
types of applications. For interactive applications,
the threshold can be low, such as 10%, which
means the delay increase is no more than 10% of
the minimal delay. For non-interactive applications, such as playback of the stored video, the
threshold can be set high, say, 50%, so that the
cost will be minimized.
Multiple multicast groups may simultaneously
exist on the Internet. When a multicast stream
starts, a source tree is built, which will be continuously constructed as the new clientsÕ requests arrive.
An event can be scheduled or impulse. Many people
will watch a scheduled event, such as US open ﬁnal,
from the beginning. On the other hand, for an impulse event, such as Terror Strikes America, requests will arrive after the event begins. A better
multicast tree could be built for a scheduled event
since more information is available when the tree
starts to build. We assume a non-preemptive approach so that the route of a client will not change
frequently. When a client joins a multicast stream,
if its proxy has been part of the multicast tree, the
proxy simply replicates another stream for the
newly joined client. Otherwise, the proxy will initially join the multicast stream using a routing algorithm that minimizes the delay, the cost, or the
combination of these. When a client leaves a multicast stream, its proxy checks if this is the last replication stream. If so, the proxy will remove the
connection to the multicast tree as well.
The multicast groups and the network traﬃc
will change dynamically over the time. Routing
can adapt to the dynamics promptly, however,
proxies cannot be replaced very often. The proxies
can be replaced after a time period, such as a few
months. If the network traﬃc in the next time period was known in advance, an optimal placement

Proxy
replacement

Stream
routing

Running phase

Fig. 9. Adaptive placement.

could be achieved. However, prediction can only
based on the previous time periods, an Adaptive
Placement algorithm is used. During a regular running phase, the multicast traﬃc is continuously
monitored and recorded. Periodically, the system
will enter an adjusting phase, in which the data
from the traﬃc monitor will be analyzed, and
proxies will be replaced based on the traﬃc analysis. Then system goes back to the regular running
phase again as shown in Fig. 9. Simulation will be
conducted in the experimental section to evaluate
the consequences of this prediction and the degree
of proxy migration.

6. Experimental results
In this section, proxy placement algorithms
with diﬀerent routing strategies are evaluated.
We use three topology models in our simulation
study, transit–stub, power-law, and BGP graphs.
The transit–stub model is analogous to the current
Internet backbone transit networks and local networks. It has a similar property of the power-law
model in its stub domain and a similar topology
of the BGP graph in its transit domain. We mainly
used the transit–stub graph of 200 nodes in our
performance test. Results of 1000 nodes are also
presented. In addition, the performance of
power-law and BGP graphs will be presented for
comparison.
The transit–stub graphs are generated by the
Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology Generator
(GT-ITM) [2]. We construct 10 diﬀerent graphs,
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proxies and Fig. 10(b) is the MIPP placement.
For the same delay, the bandwidth consumption
of random placement is much higher than that of
MIPP. The setting of the threshold of maximum
delay is signiﬁcant for the random placement,
but not for MIPP. For a threshold of 10%, k is
16 for random placement and 2 for MIPP placement. For a threshold of 50%, k can be as small
as 0.2 for both placements.
Fig. 11 illustrates D; B, and WSDB for the given
Random and MIPP placements, respectively. The k
value is set at 1 so the performance of diﬀerent routing algorithms can be compared. Evidently, the
MIPP placement on the right has produced a better
placement than the Random placement on the left.
With a good proxy placement, the diﬀerence between four routing algorithms is not signiﬁcant.
The diﬀerence of the WSDB value is within 8%.
Given a Random placement, good routing algorithms can help to some extent. SPT routing has
the minimal delay and the highest bandwidth consumption. MST routing consumes the least bandwidth, but has the highest delay. SPT results in a
higher bandwidth consumption, particularly for
the Random placement, where it consumes up to
120% more bandwidth than MST does. The bandwidth consumption of DDB routing is only slightly
higher than MST routing. DDB exhibits a much
better performance than SPT. The diﬀerence of
the WSDB value can be as large as 80%. DDB is
the best in terms of its WSDB value which is always

each consisting of 200 nodes. Each graph includes
two transit domains with four transit nodes each.
Three stub domains were connected to each of
the transit domain nodes and each stub domain,
on the average, has eight nodes. The a values of
the transit and stub domains are set to 0.2 which
controls the connectivity in a transit or stub domain. The delay of edges is between 1 and 100,
with an average of 20. Shown in each ﬁgure below,
all the results are averaged over the 10 graphs. In
each instance, a random node is assigned as the
source, which remains the same for diﬀerent placement and routing algorithms. The number of proxies ranges from 1 to 40.
6.1. Routing algorithms
We ﬁrst evaluated multicast trees built by various routing algorithms, in terms of the three performance metrics D; B, and WSDB. We selected
two MPP algorithms, Random and MIPP, to generate placement for this experiment. Four routing
algorithms, SPT, MST, P–D, and DDB, are evaluated. The SPT algorithm provides the shortest
delay and the MST algorithm the lowest cost.
The P–D and DDB algorithms compromise between delay and cost. The DDB algorithm adjusts
the k value to control the increase of delay when
minimizing the cost. Fig. 10 shows the relationship
between the delay and the cost when adjusting the
k value. Fig. 10(a) is the random placement of
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Fig. 10. The relationship between delay and cost when adjusting k: (a) random placement and (b) MIPP placement.
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Fig. 11. D; B and WSDB comparison of routing algorithms: (a) delay with random placement, (b) delay with MIPP placement, (c)
bandwidth consumption with random placement, (d) bandwidth consumption with MIPP placement, (e) WSDB with random
placement and (f) WSDB with MIPP placement.

the lowest. However, it is the slowest algorithm
among the four routing algorithms since it recom-

putes the metric with every iteration. P–D performs
slightly worse than DDB with a larger WSDB value.
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Considering delay only, SPT is obviously superior to the others by its deﬁnition, and it is independent as to where proxies are placed. Other routings
exhibit an increased delay in general, however, the
increase in delay should be minimal when reducing
the bandwidth consumption. An inappropriate
placement, such as the Random placement shown
in the left column, together with MST routing can
lead to up to a 67% increase in the aggregate delay.
For details, Fig. 12 shows the cumulative distribution of delay when 20 proxies are placed. The X-axis
represents the increase of relative delay and the Yaxis the percentage of individual nodes whose relative delay was less than the X-value. The Random
placement and MIPP placement behave substantially diﬀerent in terms of delay. For MST, more
than 90% of the nodes have less than a 17% delay
increase with the MIPP placement, but most nodes
have more than a 50% delay increase with the Random placement. MST certainly cannot tolerate an
inappropriate placement. In contrast, the DDB
algorithm is less sensitive to diﬀerent placements,
where with the MIPP placement, more than 90%
of the nodes have less than a 8% delay increase;
and with the Random placement, more than 90%
of the nodes have less than a 30% delay increase.
An important observation is that, with a proper
proxy placement, the increase of delay is minimal,
in most situations within 10%. Thus, a ‘‘bounded
delay’’ routing algorithm might not be necessary
since the delay increase is not signiﬁcant.

In Fig. 13, all routing algorithms are compared
with reference to the best case, MIPP placement
with DDB routing. Here, the relative performance
is deﬁned as the ratio of the corresponding WSDB
value to the best WSDB value across all routing
and placement algorithms with the same number
of proxies placed. The error-bars in Fig. 13 correspond to the maximum, average, and minimum,
respectively, of the relative performance of the
routing algorithms. An evident observation is
that with a good placement, such as MIPP, all
four routing algorithms perform well. With an
inappropriate placement, such as Random placement, performance of diﬀerent routing algorithms
is substantially divergent and much worse. Hence,
the proxy placement is of essential importance.
6.2. Placement algorithms
Here, the multicast trees resulting from various
placement algorithms are compared. After the
proxy placement is generated, two routing algorithms, SPT and DDB, are used to construct the
multicast trees. The resultant D; B, and WSDB
metrics are shown in Fig. 14.
The delay for SPT routing is invariant, so only
the delay for DDB is shown in Fig. 14(a). The
delay of the Random placement is much worse than
the others. The multicast trees resulting from the
Max-Traﬃc and ASP placement algorithms show
the lowest delay. These placement algorithms, ex-
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Fig. 12. Cumulative delay percentage from routing algorithms: (a) random placement and (b) MIPP placement.
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Fig. 13. Relative performance of routing algorithms: (a) P = 10 and (b) P = 40.

cept the Random placement, have delay increases
of no more than 10%. Fig. 14(b) shows the cumulative distribution of relative delay when 20 proxies are placed. The X-axis represents the increase
of relative delay and the Y-axis the percentage of
individual nodes whose relative delay was less than
the X-value.
Fig. 14(c) and (d) show the bandwidth consumption. Most placement algorithms signiﬁcantly
reduce the bandwidth consumption when the ﬁrst
ﬁve proxies are placed. The bandwidth consumption with ﬁve proxies is about two times that of
40 proxies. The Random placement with SPT
routing shows large bandwidth consumption.
The Max-Traﬃc placement algorithm exhibits
higher bandwidth consumption when a few proxies are placed, and it outperforms the Max-Degree
placement algorithm as more proxies are placed.
The Strategic placement and ASP are the same
with eight proxies since there are eight transit
nodes in the graphs. For other numbers of proxies,
ASP outperforms the Strategy placement. The
Max-TD placement is exactly the same as MIPP
with the SPT routing since the SPT tree is invariant for diﬀerent numbers of proxies. It is very close
to MIPP with the DDB routing.
The WSDB results are illustrated in Fig. 14(e)
and (f). Since the delay does not change signiﬁcantly for most placement algorithms, these curves
are similar to bandwidth consumption curves. The
MIPP placement produces the best performance,
as expected. The Random placement does not pro-

duce satisfactory results when SPT routing is used.
However, DDB routing can improve the performance of the Random placement, but the WSDB
value of the Random placement is about 40%
larger than that of the MIPP placement. Again,
the WSDB value of Max-TD is very close to that
of the MIPP algorithm. Since Max-TD is faster,
it can serve in place of the MIPP algorithm. In
Fig. 15, all placement algorithms are compared
with reference to the best case, MIPP placement
with DDB routing. Here, the relative performance
is deﬁned as the ratio of the corresponding WSDB
value to the best WSDB value across all routing
and placement algorithms with the same number
of proxies placed. The error-bars correspond to
the maximum, average, and minimum. The
Random placement is much worse than other
algorithms, while Max-TD and MIPP perform
better than others. The routing algorithms have
made a signiﬁcant impact in Random placement
but not for others.
The beneﬁt of placing proxies can be measured
by the gain, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the
WSDB value with no proxy placed to the WSDB
value with P proxies placed. Fig. 16 illustrates the
gain of various placement algorithms with SPT
and DDB routing. The gain of Random placement
is very low, especially for the SPT routing. The popular Strategic placement performs well for a few
proxies, but not as good as other placement algorithms for more proxies. MIPP and Max-TD produce the highest gains.
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Fig. 14. D; B and WSDB comparison of placement algorithms: (a) delay with DDB routing, (b) cumulative delay distribution with
DDB, (c) bandwidth consumption with SPT routing, (d) bandwidth consumption with DDB routing, (e) WSDB with SPT routing and
(f) WSDB with DDB routing.

Most existing schemes of multicasting, especially IP multicast, use strategic placement with
SPT routing. It is a practical approach and simple

to implement. Comparing strategic placement with
SPT to the best scheme, MIPP placement with
DDB routing, the bandwidth consumption of the
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Fig. 16. Gain with proxy placement: (a) gain with SPT routing and (b) gain with DDB routing.

former can be 80% larger. Furthermore, many
multicast overlays [6,7] do not implement true
SPT due to practical considerations, so the delay
can increase signiﬁcantly [41]. MIPP placement
may become practical with the zone approach
[19]. With a good proxy placement, even the simplest SPT routing can generate satisfactory
performance.
6.2.1. Local search
The MIPP placement algorithm produces satisfactory results but with high complexity. Max-TD
can produce good performance with moderate
complexity. Max-Degree, Max-Traﬃc, Strategic
and ASP are fast, but their performance is not as

good as Max-TD and MIPP. The Random placement is not satisfactory. However, with local
search, their performance can be signiﬁcantly improved. Fig. 17 shows improvement of Random,
Max-Degree, and Max-Traﬃc placements with
local search. An improvement of 12–37% can be obtained in 300 iterations. The local search algorithm
has also been applied to MIPP and Max-TD, but
improvement is limited, possibly due to the fact that
their placement is quite close to the optimal.
6.2.2. Performance on large graphs
The performances shown so far are for graphs
of 200 nodes. Here, graphs of 1000 nodes are
tested. Again, the network graphs are generated
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Fig. 17. Local search for Random, Max-Degree, and MaxTraﬃc.

Fig. 18. WSDB for graphs of 1000 nodes with DDB routing.

by GT-ITM. Ten graphs, each consisting of 1000
nodes, are constructed. The large graph is made
up of 10 transit domains. All the other parameters
are the same. Fig. 18 shows WSDB values for various placement algorithms by taking the average of
the 10 graphs. Comparing this ﬁgure and Fig.
14(f), the curves are similar. Thus, the results from
the graphs of 200 nodes can be extended to graphs
of 1000 nodes.

model to connect the nodes, which is P(u, v) =
a * e d/b*L, where d is the distance from node u
to v, and L is the maximum distance between
any two nodes. a and b are parameters set between
zero and one. The strategic and ASP algorithms
are designed for transit–stub graphs and not
directly applicable here. Diﬀerent from the transit–stub graph, the power-law graph has higher
connectivity. As a consequence, the WSDB value
is lower in general. With more proxies placed,
the WSDB values are even less than 2 because
more alternative paths make bandwidth consumption B less than 1. Furthermore, the Random
placement performs better. The diﬀerence between
Max-TD and MIPP becomes larger, therefore,

6.2.3. Power-law graphs and BGP graphs
The WSDB values for the power-law graph are
shown in Fig. 19(a). The power-law graph is generated by Router Waxman in BRITE [26]. It is a
random topology using WaxmanÕs probability
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Fig. 19. WSDB for power-law graphs and BGP graphs with DDB routing: (a) power-law graphs and (b) BGP graphs.
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one or more receivers and the other 78 nodes
(including 8 transit nodes and 70 stub nodes) have
no receiver attached. Fig. 20(b) shows the WSDB
values for 960 receivers. All stub nodes have at
least one receiver except the eight transit nodes.
On a node with zero weight, though there is no receiver, a proxy might be placed if it will help to
replicate streams for other receivers. The performance of 192 receivers is similar to Fig. 14(f),
where the gain of MIPP with 40 proxies is 3.9
and WSDB is 2.4. With 960 receivers, the gain of
MIPP increases to 8.1 with 40 proxies, and increases to 14.5 with 100 proxies. The WSDB values
are 5.6 with 40 proxies and 3.0 for 100 proxies.
In the following three subsections, we will present a set of experiments to show the diﬀerence
between the end-system based multicast and
proxy-based multicast, the placement adjustment
for dynamic traﬃc, and the performance with
limited proxy capacity.

MIPP is able to produce better placement in diﬀerent situations.
Fig. 19(b) shows the performance of BGP
graphs with N = 1000. This model reﬂects the
backbone connectivity in the AS level. The information was collected from the routing tables with
BGP connections to multiple geographically-distributed routers [28]. We have implemented a strategic algorithm for BGP graphs, which places
proxies randomly to high-degree BGP nodes.
The strategic algorithm does not produce good
performance for the ﬁrst ﬁve proxies, but performs
well afterwards. The connectivity of BGP graphs is
not as high as the power-law graphs, so 10 proxies
placed in the right locations can lead to almost
optimal performance. Random placement does
not perform well for the BGP graph. In general,
the less the connectivity, the worse the Random
placement. On the other hand, the less the connectivity, the less the diﬀerence between the placement
schemes except the Random placement. This is because most placement algorithms can ﬁnd the right
locations in a low-connectivity graph.
A more realistic setting in the transit–stub
graph with diﬀerent numbers of receivers is shown
in Fig. 20. Here, we assume that no receiver is attached to the transit nodes. In the graph of 200
nodes, there are eight transit nodes and 192 stub
nodes. Shown in Fig. 20(a) are WSDB values for
192 receivers, with each receiver randomly assigned to a stub node. Therefore, some nodes have

6.3. Comparison of end-system based and proxybased multicast
In this simulation topology, 168 nodes are stub
nodes and the other 32 nodes are transit or bridge
nodes. A bridge node is a node in a stub domain
that connects to a transit domain. We compare
the performance of the proxy-based system over
the pure end-system case. In a pure end-system,
all the stub nodes are enabled to be replication
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Fig. 21. Comparison of proxy-based multicast and end-system multicast: (a) SPT, (b) MST and (c) HOT.

engines, whereas in a proxy-based system, a proxy
can be placed onto any node. In Fig. 21, performance of a pure end-system, where all of the 168
stub nodes are replication nodes, is illustrated by
a horizontal line. Performance of a proxy-based
system varies as the number of proxies increases.
An end-system with SPT, as built by many popular
routing algorithms, is not eﬃcient compared to
that with MST or HOT. With SPT, a client has
a smaller chance to connect to its peer stub nodes
than that with MST or HOT. A proxy-based system shows a better performance since a client
can connect to a proxy at a bridge or transit node.
Thus, with SPT, after 16 proxies are placed, the
performance matches with the pure end-system
case. With MST or HOT, about 55 proxies match
with the pure end-system performance. As more
proxies are placed, the performance continues
improving. By intuition, the proxy-based multicast
is more eﬃcient than the end-system multicast
since the proxies can be placed in more strategically important locations. However, adding a replication proxy is more expensive than an end host.

Receivers join and leave at runtime, whose arrival
patterns follow the Poisson distribution and whose
duration is evenly distributed. Overall, the stream
arrive-rate is, by average, two streams every
10 min, but also changes during the peak and
non-peak intervals in a day. Fig. 22 shows a randomly generated traﬃc during about 15 days. As
illustrated, the generated traﬃc varies in a wide
range and closely represents the reality, based on
which, our simulation is conducted and results
are obtained. The simulation is running for 300
days. During these days, how often does the placement of proxies need adjustment? A more frequent
adjustment could lead to more improvement in
performance, but may incur unnecessary overhead. It is in general a trade-oﬀ problem. An
experiment was conducted to study the length of
the adjustment period. Fig. 23 shows the performance gain relative to the performance with the
300-days adjustment period. We selected the
6000

A long term simulation has been conducted
with dynamic traﬃc patterns. The topology is the
same as before. Among the 200 nodes, 20 nodes
are randomly chosen to be candidates of source.
The number of streams issued by each node is
determined by the power-law, so is the multicast
group size. The stream starting time follows the
Poisson arriving model and the stream duration
follows the normal distribution with an average
of 120 minutes and standard deviation of 20.
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Fig. 22. A sample generated traﬃc: the number of receivers
being serviced.
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Fig. 23. Performance with diﬀerent adjustment periods of
proxy replacement.

adjustment period of 30 days as the time period.
An adaptive algorithm is used to dynamically replace the proxies in the adjustment phase. That
is, the proxy placement is adjusted at the beginning
of every period, based on the traﬃc pattern of the
previous time period (PTP).
Fig. 24 shows the bandwidth consumption in
each period. The results of the Max-Traﬃc and
Max-TD are shown, each of which uses the average traﬃc to determine the proxy placement. The
bandwidth consumption of Max-Degree is also
shown as a reference as the Max-Degree placement
is independent of the traﬃc. It can be seen that the
Max-Traﬃc algorithm improves the performance

in all cases. The Max-TD algorithm reduces
the bandwidth consumption to more than half.
Fig. 25 shows the same set of simulations as
Fig. 24 but assumes an ideal case that the traﬃc
pattern for the next time period is known in advance. This assumption of current time period
(CTP) is used to show how much improvement is
possible. We found the prediction of traﬃc pattern
based on the previous time period can be acceptable and works well, as Figs. 24 and 25 do not differentiate considerably. Fig. 26 shows the number
of proxies that are replaced in each time period.
Table 3 shows the average bandwidth consumption of 10 time periods, and Table 4 is the average
number of proxies that are replaced. It can be seen
that Max-Traﬃc is slightly better than MaxDegree, which is static. Max-TD performs much
better and its replacement cost is lower than that
of Max-Traﬃc. Thus, with the Max-TD algorithm, the system is more stable and fewer proxies
are replaced each time.
6.5. Proxy capacity constraint
The overlay multicast, implemented at the network application layer, can be more adaptive
and responsive to dynamic changes of the Internet
traﬃc. In order to sustain these advantages, the
capacity constraint of an individual proxy must
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Fig. 25. Simulation of 10 time periods assuming the traﬃc is
known priorly.
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Table 3
Average bandwidth consumption of 10 time periods

Max-TD
Max-T
Max-D

PTP

CTP

1.402
1.534

1.403
1.529
1.582

sending request to the source fragment. Once
accepted by the source fragment, the connect operation is conducted. Meanwhile, the source fragment performs a discovery step to search for the
closest fragment to merge with without violating
the capacity constraint. Finally, a capacity-aware
SPT is formed. Details of the algorithm can be
found in [40].
In the following simulation, the proxy capacity
is randomly generated and measured in terms of its
bandwidth. The constraints of the proxy capacity
is reinforced by setting the proxy delay as a function of available capacity. The proxy delay can largely increase when the proxy is heavily loaded and
therefore its remaining capacity becomes limited.
That is, when congestion happens due to the limited proxy capacity, the increased proxy delay
would encourage the multicast stream being routed to an alternative path. Fig. 27 shows the impacts in performance for three cases: case (1)
every proxy has an inﬁnite capacity; case (2) each
proxy has a limited capacity, and the multicast
overlay is constructed without incorporating
capacity constraints; and case (3) each proxy has
a limited capacity, and the multicast overlay is
constructed by the capacity-aware algorithm. It
can be seen that the delay may increase signiﬁ-

Table 4
Average number of proxies replaced of 10 time periods
Max-TD

Max-T

Max-D

1.7

12.7

0

11

case 1
case 2
case 3

10
9
8
7

Delay

be incorporated into the system design. In general,
the proxy placement and dynamic subscription
encourage deployment of proxies with high capacity when and where as needed. However, every
proxy has a limited capacity. Its cost, feasibility,
as well as its limitation imposed by the underlying
network infrastructure have to be taken into consideration. Here, we brieﬂy discuss the impact of
limited proxy capacity.
We have designed a capacity-aware algorithm
by modifying the distributed algorithm described
in [3] to build a capacity constraint SPT. Initially,
every proxy forms a fragment by its own, where
the fragments will be extended or merged during
processing. After the init state, the proxy keeps
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Fig. 27. Comparison of case (1) every proxy has an inﬁnite
capacity; case (2) each proxy has a limited capacity, and the
multicast overlay is constructed without incorporating capacity
constraints; and case (3) each proxy has a limited capacity, and
the multicast overlay is constructed by the capacity-aware
algorithm.
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cantly when the proxy capacity is limited, however, a capacity-aware algorithm can minimize its
impact.

7. Related work
Compared to the IP multicast, the proxy-based
multicast may solve the congestion control problem
on heterogeneous networks. Retransmission may
be handled locally for reliable multicast. The
proxy-based multicast may also work across both
space and time by using proxy servers as caches
[38,37,36]. Our work has been informed and inspired by a variety of pioneering works on overlay
networks [6,7,17,29], which focus on various scopes
and requirements. Many of them were designed for
distributed implementation, therefore, not necessarily looking for the optimal. Our work has been
targeted at a thorough understanding of both multicast routing and proxy placement problems. Such
a study can help us to evaluate various implementations and their optimality. Furthermore, a better
understanding of the problem in general can beneﬁt
many people in practical design, implementation,
and deployment in the near future.
Existing works on the proxy-based multicast
use the strategic placement and various routing
algorithms to build multicast trees. A comparison
study showed that these routing algorithms normally involve a 200–300% longer delay than IP
multicast [41], and sometimes are unable to reduce
the bandwidth consumption at all. Our work has
investigated both routing and placement problems
in a systematic approach. Various algorithms and
their system integration are discussed and evaluated to illustrate their performance impacts. These
results can be valuable references for other proxybased multicast overlays. Moreover, with the
power of localization, these optimal routing and
placement algorithms become feasible [5,23].
Formulation and evaluation of the Multicast
Proxy Placement (MPP) problem is a focal point
of this paper, which to our knowledge is the ﬁrst
work formulating the MPP problem. Recently, another work [31] considered the proxy placement
problem in overlay networks. Its objective function is to minimize the number of proxies that
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cover the entire network with a bounded delay
from clients to a proxy. However, since the delay
from the source to proxies is unbounded, there
could be a long delay between the source and clients. Furthermore, the bandwidth requirement
was not considered in that work.
Our work carries many ideas from previous
work of placing cache replicas or proxies
[30,25,24,20,18]. The cache placement problem
has been formulated as two well-known problems:
the facility location problem [8] and the k-median
problem [4]. Though the multicast proxy placement and the cache proxy placement share some
similarities, these problems have diﬀerent requirements in other places. The cache proxy placement
problem assumes that contents are cached in the
cache proxies and may be accessed at diﬀerent
times. The MPP problem assumes that the content
is distributed from the source to many users at the
same time. The bandwidth requirement must be
minimized in a multicast network. The delay time
in a cache network depends on the distance between the client and its nearest cache proxy holding the desired content, whereas in a multicast
network, it depends on the distance between every
client and the source. Thus, when a client is connected to the nearest proxy, as in cache proxy
routing, there may be a longer delay from the original server. These diﬀerent requirements result in
diﬀerent routing and placement strategies. Therefore, the optimal placement of multicast proxies
may be diﬀerent from that of cache proxies. In
Fig. 28, we use a small sample graph G2 with
N = 10 to show the diﬀerence between the optimal
cache proxy placement and optimal multicast
proxy placement. Fig. 29 shows the optimal placement of cache proxies and multicast proxies. The
cache placement problem can be modeled as the
minimum k-median problem [30]. Its objective
function is the system cost
C¼

N
X

wðni Þ

dðni ; cðni ; P ÞÞ;

i¼1

where w(ni) is the node weight representing the trafﬁc generated by node ni, d(ni, nj) is the length of the
shortest path from ni to nj, and c(ni, P) is the proxy
in the proxy set P that is closest to ni. Fig. 29(a)
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Fig. 28. ni, w(i), and e(i, j) of a sample graph G2 .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 29. Placement of cache proxy and multicast proxy: (a) optimal cache proxy placement and (b) optimal multicast proxy placement.

shows optimal cache proxy placement for three
proxies. The proxies are placed on nodes n1, n2,
and n3 and the system cost C = 13. On the other
hand, the optimal multicast proxy placement that
generates the smallest bandwidth consumption is
shown in Fig. 29(b). The proxies are placed on
nodes n1, n2, and n4 and the aggregate bandwidth
consumption BM ¼ 20 and aggregate delay
DM ¼ 84. Note that C = 14 when proxies are placed
on nodes n1, n2, and n4. On the other hand, BM ¼ 21
and DM ¼ 91 when proxies are placed on nodes n1,
n2, and n3. In summary, the MPP problem has a different objective function from that of the cache
proxy placement problem. First, a multicast tree
must be built among the replication nodes. Second,
the non-replication nodes are not necessarily connected to the nearest replication node except for

the MST tree. It cannot be modeled by the minimum k-median problem in general. On the other
hand, caching and multicasting share many common characteristics and their integration can easily
gain beneﬁts. In fact, it is attractive to use the same
proxy to serve as both cache proxy and multicast
proxy. Then, an interesting question is: where are
the best locations to place proxies that are for both
caching and multicast?

8. Conclusion
This paper addressed the Multicast Proxy
Placement problem. The problem was formulated
and objectives were presented. Based on the performance metrics, a number of routing and place-
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ment algorithms have been presented. The performance study showed that the proxy placement is
more crucial than routing in terms of their impact
on performance. From our study, important
observations are listed below:
• With a good proxy placement, the diﬀerence
between various routing algorithms is not signiﬁcant. Within a zone, an optimal placement
can be practical with the simple SPT routing.
• With the most common strategic placements,
DDB routing can improve performance up to
20%.
• From our experiment, random placement is
hardly acceptable. However, in some situations
where proxies cannot be placed on proper locations, such as that in an end-system, a good
routing algorithm such as DDB can improve
the performance.
• The DDB routing algorithm generates a satisfactory result. The increase of delay and bandwidth consumption by DDB is within a few
percents compared to that generated by SPT
and MST, respectively. It balances well the
requirements of low delay and low bandwidth
consumption.
• The MIPP placement algorithm is the best, and
Max-TD is very close to MIPP. A combination
of Max-TD placement and DDB routing is able
to produce satisfactory performance, with relatively low complexity. Compared to the popular
combination of Strategic placement and SPT
routing, an 80% gain in performance can be
achieved.
• The Max-TD algorithm performs well for
dynamically changing traﬃc. Only a few proxies
need to be replaced each time period.
The routing and placement algorithms for a single multicast stream provide a basis for construction of overlay networks. More works are
necessary to make multicast proxy placement as
a practical approach. First, a mechanism must be
designed so that each zone has incentives to place
their proxies. With the power of localization, optimal decision within a zone may result in global
optimization in a federation of zones. Second, a
method is to be investigated for dynamically
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changing traﬃc. Proxy subscription could be a
promising approach. Third, routing and placement
algorithms are to be designed for bounded proxy
capacity with multiple multicast streams on top of
the existing Internet traﬃc. Algorithms for selforganizing, self-diagnosing and self-healing overlays are also important. Another issue to be addressed is the distributed decision on the proxy
placement. Distributed versions of routing and
placement algorithms, which we are currently
working on, may produce near-optimal results.
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